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COMMUNITY CALENDAR

LH=Lark Harbour         YH=York Harbour          JB=John’s Beach
HC=Holy Communion   MP=Morning Prayer    EP=Evening Prayer
P&P=Prayer & Praise     HB=Baptism       MHS=Mem Hymn Sing
 The BMD is published on or before the first Friday of each month.

2018                                    M ARCH                                 2018

  1st Thur M   Full Moon
  4th Sun LH, 7:00pm,  Evening Prayer
 7th Wed LH, 7:00pm, Midweek Lenten Service
10th Sat Daylight Saving begins - clocks ahead one hour
11th Sun LH, 11:00am,  Morning Prayer
14th Wed LH, 7:00pm, Midweek Lenten Service
16th Fri Last day for $15 discount on LH Town Tax
18th Sun LH, 11:00am,  Morning Prayer
21st Wed LH, 7:00pm, Midweek Lenten Service
25th Sun LH, 7:00pm,  Evening Prayer
28th Wed LH, 7:00pm, Midweek Lenten Service
30th Fri LH, 11:00am, Good Friday Service (Rev David Taylor)
31st Sat M   Full Moon

2018                                     APRIL                                     2 018

  1st EASTER SUNDAY   LH, 9:00am, HC (Rev David Taylor)
  8th Sun LH, 7:00pm,  Evening Prayer
13th Fri Last Day for $10 discount on LH Town Tax
15th Sun LH, 11:00am,  HE (Rev David Taylor)
22nd Sun LH, 11:00am,  Morning Prayer
29th Sun LH, 7:00pm,  Evening Prayer

M   Full Moon

2018                                      M AY                                      2018

  6th Sun Church Service Schedule not yet available
13th Sun
20th Sun
21st Mon Victoria Day
27th Sun
29th Tues M   Full Moon
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June  28th Thur M   Full Moon
July     1st Sun Canada Day

    27th Fri M   Full Moon
Aug   26th Sun M   Full Moon
Sep     3rd Mon Labour Day

   24th Mon M   Full Moon
Oct   24th Wed M   Full Moon
Nov    4th Sat Daylight Saving ends - clocks back one hour

BUSINESS & ORGANISATION DIRECTORY

! Byrne’s Store, Main Street. York Harbour 

groceries, hardware, gas & diesel, souvenirs 681-2040
wandastrickland@outlook.com

! Captain Cook B&B & Cottages, York Harbour 
Email:  info@captaincookbb.ca 681-2906; 1-877-681-2906

! Captain Cook’s Galley, 135 Little Port Rd, Lark Harbour
Restaurant - Seasonal - Call for information                681-2777

! Creative Photography by Linda, 131 Main St, Lark Hr
Email: creativephotographyraphybylinda9@gmail.com
131 Main St, Lark Harbour                       709 681-2255

! Curling ONE Stop Service Station, Corner Brook 
366 Curling Street, automotive repairs, servicing        785-2619

! Drop In Lounge, 23 Main Street, Lark Harbour 
entertainment, food, licenced                 681-2103

! Eddie Joyce, MHA, Bay of Islands, Corner Brook 
Minister, House of Assembly, St John’s. NL 634-7883

! Gudie Hutchings, MP, Long Range Mountains, NL
Member of Parliament, Canada. 709 637-4540

! Marlaine’s Tidewatcher Café, 59 Main Street, Lark Hr
Enjoy a meal beside the Harbour  681-2140

! Sheppard’s Clover Farm Store, Lark Harbour  
groceries, hardware, gas, marine supplies       681-2160

! The Roost, Gift Shop and Gallery, York Harbour
sea glass, paintings, handmade glass beads        681-2341

file:///|//blowmedowner@gmail.com
http://www.blowmedowner.webs.com/
http://www.captaincookbb.ca/
mailto:info@captaincookbb.ca
file:///|//https///www.google.ca/maps/uv?hl=en&pb=!1s0x4b7b90c23b788583%3A0x99d667416d26e6e6!2m22!2m2!1i80!2i80!3m1!2i20!16m16!1b1!2m2!1m1!1e1!2m2!1m1!1e3!2m2!1m1!1e5!2m2!1m1!1e4!2m2!1m1!1e6!3m1!7e115!4s%2Fmaps%2Fplace%2FCaptain%2BCook%27s%2BGalley%2C%2BRestaurant%2C%2B
http://www.creativephotography-bylinda.com/
mailto:creativephotographybylinda@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/DropInLounge/
http://www.assembly.nl.ca/members/cms/EddieJoyce.htm
http://ghutchings.liberal.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/tidewatchercafe/
http://bobsnewfoundland.com/the-roost.html
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THE TORTURED AND CONTROVERSIAL
HISTORY OF THE CHURCHILL RIVER FALLS

AS SOURCES OF HYDRO ELECTRICITY
FOR NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR

THE GENERATING OF ELECTRICITY has been a controversial topic in NL
ever since the start of construction of the Churchill Falls Hydro
Generating Station.  It became an obsession for Premier Joey
Smallwood when he first saw the magnificent Falls and immediately
recognised its potential as a key to his Province’s future.  

However although that part of the Labrador Peninsula had been
declared politically a part of Newfoundland territory long before the
Province of Newfoundland & Labrador came into existence with
Confederation in 1949, Québec never co-operated with this Province,
consistently refusing to allow power transmission over Québec soil
from Churchill Falls to central Canada and US markets by
Newfoundland.  Instead, with their stranglehold over the land rights,
Québec insisted on purchasing the power at the border for a very low
price and reselling it for much higher prices to their customers.

This economic situation gave Québec a monopoly over Labrador
power and enabled that province to develop its own resources while
NL efforts were consistently stymied until the successful development
of oil on the Grand Banks east of the Island.

Despite such developments, the Island, had to depend heavily on
hydrocarbon generating except for electricity provided by several
relatively small hydro plants on the larger rivers as demand for
electricity increased.  Efforts were made to recover power for the
Island from Churchill Falls, and fresh overtures were made to Québec
regarding overland transmission, but to no avail.  Federal
Governments maintained a “hands off” policy towards Québec due to
separatist threats, and the Province of Newfoundland & Labrador
remained disadvantaged even though legal challenges were made.

These constant frustrations gave rise to the possibility of the
development of a second generating station at Muskrat Falls. 
Revenue from the offshore oil had provided a vastly improved
financial outlook for NL, and in the words of Premier Brian Peckford,
“have-not was no more”.  Plans were developed to construct another
large generating station at Muskrat Falls, to provide transmission
capabilities to the Island southwards across the Straits of Belle Isle,
then westwards from Bay St George to the Maritime Provinces and
circuitously to the power hungry New England states.

It was a fearfully expensive project, but oil revenues provided a
debt cushion until the development of hydraulic fracturing (fracking)
which caused a drastic fall in world demand and price of crude oil,
leaving NL with a huge debt, and further investment needed to
complete the project.  The choice:- Write off past expenditures as
useless, or take on further debt to complete the project.  Completion
was chosen over total termination of the project which would be a
waste of previous investments and would still have to be repaid
anyway as a dead weight on our economy.  

Unfortunately, of course, existing debt has to be repaid, with
interest, but without the eager market assumed in the original Muskrat
Falls plans.  To default would downgrade the Province’s credit rating
for a very long time.  As inflation continues in the future, the debt will
assume a smaller place in the Province’s overall economy, but that
will require a number of years, during which consumers must expect

rather large increases in the cost of electrical services.  Fortunately,
as the chart below shows, our per Kilowatt hour cost is presently
below the Canadian average, though nowhere near the low cost
enjoyed by Québec consumers who benefit hugely from our hydro
power, while the Federal Government still maintains a policy of
“hands off” Québec.     

As mentioned in the above brief historical account, electricity costs
in NL are expected to increase rather noticeably as long as present
economic circumstances remain.  However volatility now seems to be
the rule of the day, causing current conditions to change at any time,
for either better or worse, but usually worse.

At least as long as Donald Trump or a similar individual is
President of the USA, volatile world economic conditions are likely
to remain, and may deteriorate, depending on levels of conflict,
inconsistency of American policies, and the consequent instability of
many national governments.  This in turn affects security and
confidence in international money markets, causing interest rates and
inflation to rise over time.  These factors will all impinge on our cost
of living and definitely on our electricity rates as long as provincial
debt is a major factor, which it will be for the foreseeable future. 

— SLH

COMPARISON OF ELECTRICITY COSTS
IN CANADA (2013)

kWh units used   375    750    1,000   2,000     5,000
$   $    $   $    $ 

Québec 32.48   52.77    68.66   146.46    379.86
Manitoba 34.03   60.96    78.92   150.75    366.24
BC 32.05   61.92    89.07   197.63    523.34
NB  52.88   88.32  111.94   206.44    489.94
Average 50.79   87.88  113.72   218.80    537.38
Alberta 57.78   96.18  121.78   224.20    531.44
NL 56.57   97.97  125.48   235.51    565.62
Saskatchewan 61.96 103.69  131.51   242.80    577.00
Ontario 64.70 110.64  141.69   267.34    674.38
NS  64.69 118.55  154.46   298.09    728.98

NOTES
Electricity data provided courtesy of Manitoba Hydro.

See  http://www.ontario-hydro.com/electricity-rates-by-province.
Rates do not include GST, HST or provincial taxes.

Rates for most provinces include a flat rate for service and a charge
per kWh used. In general, the kWh charge is higher where more
electricity is generated by oil power and lower where hydro power is
used as in Québec which benefits from Labrador hydro power.

Electricity costs in NL are expected to increase significantly in
future as Muskrat Falls dam construction.  However increases should
stabilise once the power station comes online.

On checking with Newfoundland Power I was informed that rates
based on time-of-day usage (as in some provinces) have been
considered but are not planned to be implemented at this time.

— SLH

http://www.ontario-hydro.com/electricity-rates-by-province.
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A DEDICATED OPHTHALMIC CLINIC
FOR NL WEST COAST

The recent news about the plan of Ophthalmologist Dr Justin French
to establish a clinic in Corner Brook to perform cataract surgery seems
to be a good one.  Corner Brook is the capital of the West Coast of
Newfoundland, and hundreds of cataract operations have been
performed there, a distinct advantage to West Coast residents who
have had thate surgery there, and to many more who will require it in
the future.

Dr French has an excellent reputation locally and provincially and
probably even nationally for his work.  As one of three surgeons in
that particular field of ophthalmology it is unquestionably a benefit to
residents of the West Coast and also a large part of Labrador,
providing an important and much needed service to this region of the
Province because of its closeness and convenience for patients who
otherwise would have to travel much greater distances from home for
the same service.  This saves considerable expense to them and to our
financially strapped MCP, an important factor in this present time of
scarce Provincial Government funding not only for medical services
but for everything else.  It is good to know that the talks which had
recently broken down are to be resumed.  Hopefully there will be a
positive outcome this time.

Establishing such a service is not a small financial consideration,
and we the public know relatively little of the financial issues
involved, but Dr French has stated that he is prepared to accept at
least some of the financing at his own responsibility.  Our Provincial
Government should be prepared to give the plan much greater serious
consideration than has already been accorded to it.

A professional medical service such as the one Dr French has
proposed in Corner Brook, along with the planned new Regional
Hospital facility, would be a wonderful innovation.  Corner Brook is
already a major centre of education with Grenfell College campus of
Memorial University, the Corner Brook Campus of the College of the
North Atlantic, and the addition of a modern medical facility such as
Dr French envisages, could provide a much-needed boost for the
stagnant local economy.  Who knows, but such an institution opening
in Corner Brook may well attract medical personnel and patients from
other parts of Canada in future years, since Dr French is not only a
very competent person in his chosen field, but is also a local man who
obviously wishes to make a strong contribution to his community.  But
if his proposal is declined by the Province’s Health Service, this
energetic young professional has hinted that he will be looking for
greater opportunities elsewhere.  No one can blame him for that.

Corner Brook does not have a great reputation for innovation, but
the realisation of this proposal by Dr French could become the catalyst
marking the beginning of a change encouraging the return of other
enterprises that have closed down or moved away in recent years.

Every possible effort should be made by local individuals to
encourage this medical specialist who has the will, courage and
imagination to begin and to succeed in this innovative state-of-the-art 
project.  It will not be an easy task, but our Provincial Government,
the City of Corner Brook, and the people of our West Coast
communities should make all reasonable efforts towards its
realisation.

Stick to your guns, Dr Justin French, Ophthalmologist, and we
wish you every success.  — SLH

KEEP A CLOSE WATCH ON YOUR
BANK ACCOUNT & CREDIT CARD

If it looks like a duck, walks like a duck, and quacks like a duck,
chances are it is a duck! 

A NEW SCAM TO TAKE MONEY from your bank account through your
credit card has recently come to my attention.  I would have lost a
thousand dollars if I had not caught it in time.

One morning last week my phone rang just as I was getting out
of bed.  After identifying myself, a man on the other end said he
worked for my bank.  He identified himself as Robert Brown, and
then asked me if I had recently made any purchases in another
province, which he named.  I  told him I had not.  He then told me
that someone named Andrew Harvey, the same family name as mine,
claimed to be a relative of mine, and had charged $1,000 to a credit
card: the one  I rarely use.  The last time I had used it was last
summer.

“I can take care of it for you,” he said.  It would take too long for
me to explain here the complicated procedure he described, but the
upshot of it was that he could recover the money for me, if I wished. 
Of course, that seemed like a good idea, especially since a bank
employee made the offer.  So I agreed.

He then said he was going to talk to Western Union, the company
that can send money in a few hours to another person’s bank account,
even overseas, if you wish.  I could hear him arguing with someone. 
Then he told me that Western Union had agreed to refund the cash to
me with a draft to deposit in my account.  However the draft would
be for $2,100, and I would have to return $1,100 to WU, leaving me
$1,000 to cover what had been taken.  I should have been smart
enough to be suspicious then, but I was still a bit sleepy, I guess.

When I logged into my bank account on my computer, I saw that
$2,100 cash had been deposited in my chequing account.  Now he
told me I should send the $1,100 to WU in Poland!  That should have
alerted me that something was not right.  And he wanted me to phone
a number he gave me so that he would know when I had completed
the transfer.  That was when I woke up properly and became
suspicious.  I have no friends or relatives in Poland!

So now he wanted me to go to the Post Office and send the
$1,100 by WU to Poland.  I was about to go, without even my
morning cup of tea or my breakfast.  I wanted to get this process
finished.  But I began to think, which I should have done an hour or
so before.  I should have remembered that banks, the CRA, credit
card companies, etc, do not contact clients by telephone out-of-the-
blue like this.  Normally they send a letter by Canada Post.

So with no further delay, I called the bank’s Customer Service
number listed on my credit card and explained to the lady what had
happened in the last hour or so.  Immediately she put a lock on my
account.  Then she pointed out to me that the $2,100 that had 
appeared in my chequing account had, unknown to me, been
transferred from my line-of-credit I have with the bank.

She could sense that I was rather bothered.  “Don’t worry,” she
said.  “Your account is safe now.  Just go to your local branch of the
bank to replace your card.  Your old one is now cancelled.”

I breathed a sigh of relief.  While I was talking to the lady the
phone rang several times, but I ignored it.  Hopefully that criminal
was sweating a bit now.  I called the police.  

I had been given a lucky break, I had lost nothing, and I learned
something.  If it looks like a duck, walks  like a duck, and quacks like
a duck, chances are it is a duck! — SLH
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Some thoughts arising from the 
STONEMAN DOUGLAS HIGH SCHOOL, FL 

VALENTINE’S DAY MASSACRE

IN THE AFTERMATH of the horrendous massacre of seventeen innocent
people, the majority of whom were students but also some staff at
Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Broward County,
Florida, USA, it is impossible to understand how a nation that calls
itself “the greatest country in the world” can even make that boast. 
Yet Americans still claim to be the world’s leaders in things that
matter; though no one country, and certainly not America, has a
monopoly on truth. 

Incredibly, the excuse we keep hearing is that the NRA (National
Rifle Association) is a wealthy and powerful lobby with more than
five million members who apparently believe it is not guns that kill
people - it is people.  This statement may have an element of truth in
it, but the fact remains that people are the ones who use the guns to
kill other people: guns do not fire themselves.  The argument from the
NRA is frequently backed up with the statement that guns like the
AR-15 are needed by civilians.  But who are they?  Does a competent
hunter need a semi-automatic weapon capable of firing multiple
rounds in a few seconds for hunting?  It may compensate for poor
marksmanship or laziness, but is that a valid argument?

Does anyone outside of the military and some law-enforcement
agencies need to own semi-automatic weapons designed for modern
warfare capable of firing repeated rounds in quick succession?  Surely
not.  But if some private citizens are so obsessed with such guns that
they must possess one, these lethal weapons should be permanently
modified to prevent indiscriminate use.  This question is apparently
not a concern for many Americans, notably NRA members, but it is
also a concern for Canadians, since many of those guns find their way
illegally across the border into Canada.1  2

Meanwhile the man they call President of the United States these
days is prepared only to say that America needs improved mental
health laws and enforcement to prevent events like the Broward
County massacre.  Not a single word was uttered by Trump to suggest
it is time to revisit America’s loose gun laws which allow emotionally
unstable persons to purchase and possess semi-automatic weapons
such as the AR-15.  The mainstream American news media has
emphasised this lack of appropriate remarks from Trump, who has
spoken only of prayers and condolences, with a very general comment
that regulations must be strengthened to prevent such massacres in
schools.  (See 17-year-old Sarah’s response to Trump’s inaction.) 
American schools already have trained security officials employed as
regular staff along with janitors, maintenance and other support staff. 
In the last week or so, Trump has spoken out, suggesting that selected
teachers should be armed, but it is not a popular idea.  

Recently a group of high school students who survived the
Valentine’s Day Massacre were interviewed by CNN.  Among other
questions they were asked if they think anything will change to
improve the safety level in schools and other locations where violence
has taken place.  One girl was shaking her head as if she felt there was
very little hope, and a boy explained that if only Donald Trump would
listen instead of merely pursuing his own way, they might have hope
of some change.  Their pessimistic feelings are certainly justified
considering Trump’s recent remarks about security in schools, while
remaining mute on the key issue of restricting the availability of types
of guns that can readily be modified to almost a military standard of
automatic operation.

Resistance persists and remains to gun control in America, even
after the slaughter in Sandy Hook, Connecticut, in 2012 when twenty
children aged six and seven were gunned down in their school
classroom.  One might think that such mass murder would prompt
soul searching and far reaching changes in the law, but this was not
to be the case.  A bill containing new regulations regarding gun
control was brought before the federal Congress, but it failed to
muster the 60 votes in order to pass when it reached the Senate.  The
State of New York and four other states passed new and stricter
legislation of their own early in 2013, but ten other states passed
seventeen new gun-rights laws that relaxed their gun restrictions.

It should be noted that America already has some of the loosest
gun regulations of any developed country, and the most illegal gun
activity.  Compare this with Japan, also a highly developed nation
which has some of the world’s tightest regulations and the least
criminal use of guns.

Gun controls vary so widely around the world that a superficial
study of the laws and their effect may be outdated, inaccurate,
misleading, or downright incorrect.  Numerous factors are influential,
such as population density, level of affluence, quality and availability
of educational, medical and social services, border security, history
. . . and many more.  Comparisons between countries should therefore
be approached cautiously.  For example, America’s liberal attitude to
gun control owes much to the social history of settlement so highly
celebrated in Western films: while in contrast, Japan’s strict gun
controls may owe much to the history of occupation after World War
Two, and their strong traditional sense of personal discipline.

It remains to be seen how many more lives, and many of them
children, will be lost in the name of freedom for gun owners.  But
success for the gun control lobby seems to be far off as long as
wealthy and powerful groups like the National Rifle Association with
its five million members continues to hold sway across the USA.
Meanwhile, we in Canada need to remain vigilant over two issues: 
(1) to maintain close supervision at our borders to prevent
smuggling of weapons presently banned in Canada; and (2) any
attempt by Canadians to influence our lawmakers with ideas
similar to members of the American NRA.   Our neighbour to the
south, outnumbering our population ten to one, can change minds in
our country so much more quickly than we can change theirs.

Remember P E Trudeau’s analogy of the elephant and the mouse.
— SLH

If you missed the speech by Parkland High School student Emma
Gonzalez, click here to hear it in full on YouTube. 
Hats off to Emma and other students of Parkland on their
determination to be heard when their governments have refused.
See: Gun Control Around the World: A Primer.  Also other websites.

1.  My father-in-law, a very mild-mannered, law-abiding and patriotic American
citizen all his life, visited Lark Harbour in the 1970s.  At the Canadian border he
was asked by a Canada Customs officer if he had any firearms with him.  On long
camping trips he habitually carried a pistol, so he declared it to the officer but was
then very indignant when he was relieved of his pistol, given a receipt, and told he
could reclaim the gun at the border customs office on his return to USA.

2.  Although AR-15 guns can be purchased legally in Canada, they are restricted to
use in shooting ranges, are not legal for hunting, and buyers must possess a specific
licence for certain restricted firearms.  See this website for further information. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Rifle_Association
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Rifle_Association
https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/15/politics/trump-florida-school-shooting-tweet/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/15/politics/trump-florida-school-shooting-tweet/index.html
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/world/florida-shooting-student-brands-donald-trump-a-piece-of-s-over-school-massacre-response-a3767811.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sandy_Hook_Elementary_School_shooting
http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2013/04/post-newtown-states-loosen-gun-restrictions.html
http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2013/04/post-newtown-states-loosen-gun-restrictions.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U7MVDhBV6sg
https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2016/01/worldwide-gun-control-policy/423711/
https://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/getting-an-ar-15-style-rifle-is-much-harder-in-canada-than-the-u-s-1.2945990
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CNN TOWN HALL MEETING

STAND UP : THE STUDENTS OF 
STONEMAN DOUGLAS HIGH SCHOOL

DEMAND ACTION

ONE WEEK TO THE DAY after the slaughter of seventeen of their fellow
students and teachers, the students of Stoneman Douglas High School
participated in a Town Hall meeting set up by CNN.  Several of the
students questioned members of the Florida and the National
Legislatures, and there was wide-ranging discussion about possible
ways of preventing similar events from occurring in other schools. 
The students were to be highly commended on their determined but
polite questioning of the politicians, and while no decisions on how to
proceed were of course made, the government representatives were
shown clearly that these students and their families wanted some clear
and effective action to be taken.

The response given by everyone in the audience to the teachers
and administration of Douglas High, a school of some 3,000 students
of high school grades, was most impressive.  The reception given the
Principal and Staff demonstrated that here was a school of which
students and parents were proud.

One suggestion that had been made by President Trump with
some of the Douglas students and parents at an earlier White House
meeting was that teachers and other school staff in all public schools
should be armed as a deterrent to outsiders who might enter the
premises with weapons.  But this was not received with enthusiasm by
the majority present at the meeting.  It was felt that teachers have
enough to take care of without having to add such an intense level of
security to their responsibilities.  As one person remarked, teachers
are there to teach, not to act as armed guards, and many of them would
be uncomfortable at having to shoulder such a role along with their
educational work.  It was also commented that many students,
especially very young children, might not be comfortable knowing
that their teachers had weapons readily available.  It was also
suggested that if teachers were armed it might be difficult for first
responders to distinguish between the teachers and the criminals on
entering the school buildings in an emergency.

The County Sheriff who was also present at the meeting stated
that armed deputies would be present at least as a temporary measure
when the school reopened until more permanent safety measures could
be put in place.

Cost of providing such protection at a national level was a
concern if full-time guards were to be placed in the schools, and the
point was raised that teachers would be less costly than guards.  Some
discussion ensued on that topic, but it was not widely accepted.  A
more popular suggestion was to design or retrofit buildings with bullet
proof walls and doors, for example.

Another important suggestion was that the age at which semi-
automatic weapons could be purchased should be increased from 18
to 21, but there was a strong feeling that such weapons as the AR-15,
especially if fitted with a “bump stock”, should be completely
prohibited as it is a weapon of war rather than one of defence.

Tighter general regulations on licencing the purchase of guns,
with closer control over who should be permitted to own them, was
also called for.  Individuals who have demonstrated psychological
instability would be more clearly recognised and vetted, with greater
correspondence between government departments and record keeping 
to eliminate access to guns by unsuitable persons. 

As the purpose of this meeting was rather loosely defined, a
number of suggestions were raised, but no definite decisions made,
although many ideas were aired, and the bravery of a number of
individuals was noted   It would appear after years of inaction and
indecision relating to these attacks that some changes must be
forthcoming, perhaps even with NRA support in the long term. 
Modifications to gun laws are certainly in the air, with a majority of
Americans in favour.  Only time will tell.

Changing the present state of mind over the Second Amendment
will require strong leadership.  That Amendment states:

A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of
a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms,
shall not be infringed.

Large numbers of Americans seem to believe that they need their guns
to protect the nation from the same kind of attack that existed in 1791,
but today’s attacks are not likely to be repelled by citizens with
assault rifles.  Nor is the NRA “a well regulated Militia” which is the
specified purpose behind the Amendment.  A mishmash of volunteers
ready to shoot anything that moves is hardly “well regulated”, and is
certainly not a Militia within the terms of the Amendment.

Will the current President be up to the task of following through
on the necessary changes, even  though he has declared himself ready
for the challenge?  Performance to date has shown a great tendency
to vacillate from one idea to another, and this issue may be no
different from others where his actions are frequently ad hoc, off-the-
cuff, and unco-ordinated.  Moreover, given that the NRA funded his
2016 election expenses perhaps to the tune of about $30million, it
could take years rather than months, if ever, and a few more school
shootings, before meaningful changes take effect. — SLH

 STONEMAN DOUGLAS HIGH SCHOOL

SHOULD TEACHERS BE ARMED?
AFTER THE VICIOUS ATTACK on this High School in Florida, attention
has understandably focused on how to prevent further similar events. 
The natural suggestion is that armed guards should be appointed to all
schools.  However Donald Trump has suggested that selected teachers
should be paid extra and trained to use guns which they will carry
while working with students in their classrooms.  Naturally, the
suggestion is not being received with any great support; nor should it
be.  Specifically trained and appointed armed guards may be
acceptable, but to arm teachers would not be a good solution, and
may even increase risk since first responders at the scene would
perhaps have difficulty knowing who were the assailants and who the
armed teachers.

The one positive thing about the suggestion, if there is one, is
that teachers’ pay in American public schools is so abysmally poor
that any kind of a pay rise would be welcome.  But this would not be
the way to do it.  The way to solve this problem is not to increase the
number of guns out there, but to reduce the number of guns in
circulation.  Arming teachers would present many problems, and
would inevitably change their relationship with their students.

No, Mr Trump: teachers armed with guns in schools, no matter
how closely they may be regulated, is not the solution.

— SLH

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution
https://www.romper.com/p/how-much-did-the-nra-donate-to-trump-hes-been-loyal-to-the-organization-since-his-candidacy-2748576
https://www.romper.com/p/how-much-did-the-nra-donate-to-trump-hes-been-loyal-to-the-organization-since-his-candidacy-2748576
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Click for Enlargement

MEET THE WORLD PEACE & UNIFICATION
SANCTUARY CHURCH

In pictures: US gun-blessing ceremony

There are three clear references to a “rod of iron” in the Bible:
Psalm 2v9; Revelation 2v27 and 12v5.  Members of the World Peace
and Unification Sanctuary Church are probably familiar with all of
them.  Revelation 2v27 says :- “And he shall rule them with a rod of
iron; as the vessels of a potter shall they be broken to shivers . . .” 
The others are similar and quite well-known.  

Apparently this church believes that guns are the “rods of iron”
mentioned in the Bible, and presumably they believe they are called
on to use them to do God’s work for him.  Many church members,
married couples, brought their AR-15s to a special blessing ceremony
for couples and their guns held in the small town of Newfoundland,
Pennsylvania, USA.  Wisely, the education authorities in
Newfoundland closed their schools for the day!

Be peaceful or we’ll shoot ya!

ABOUT 

NEWFOUNDLAND, PENNSYLVANIA
USA 

Newfoundland, (pronounced Nu-FOUND-land, not New-Fun-LAND,
with emphasis on found) a small village by American standards, had
a population of 2,283 July 2017, an average per capita income of
$30,544, 1395 housing units, average value $252,301, but rather
surprisingly 450 vacant housing units.  It is a pleasant, quiet, semi-
rural community with some 40 local stores, car servicing and
dealerships, medical and educational services and regularly scheduled
rail and road commuting services to New York City.

Picture Copyright By MushuNeak - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0,

 https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=49285834

A GREAT BIG MILITARY PARADE
SO DONALD TRUMP WANTS a Great Big Military July the First Parade. 
Well, well.  I must say I am not surprised.  Every time there is a
mention of North Korea in the news, we see Kim Jong-Un’s parade
where he showed off his missiles being rolled along on those huge
carriers with an uncountable number of wheels.  I thought it was only
the Russians and similar dictatorships that so vulgarly displayed their
power.  The United States is already perhaps the most militaristic
country in the western world, except perhaps for France that put on
such a display last year.

No doubt such a parade would
attract a large crowd, and maybe Trump
himself could sit astride one of those
missiles and pretend he was driving it. 
Add a few tanks and a few thousand
marching soldiers of various kinds, and
perhaps a simultaneous fly-past of a few
dozen F35s, and we can imagine the world is already at war again. 
And how much money would it cost?  The Puerto Ricans could  make
good use of it.  But that is the last thing #45 would worry about.

I remember growing up in England in the 1940s and seeing such
things on the streets.  I was terrified that we were going to be shot.

If Trump is so keen on military might, why did he get himself
rejected on account of “bone spurs”?

If this Parade idea goes ahead, it will be millions of dollars spent
purely on a Trumpish whim for his own glorification.  It will also
make America look even more like a tin-pan dictatorship, like an
enlarged version of North Korea. — SLH

   

WHY DO I WRITE SO MUCH ABOUT

DONALD TRUMP?
HAVING RECEIVED CRITICISM for spending a lot of BMD space on
Donald Trump in the past few months, I find myself continuing to
have plenty to say.  I feel that as Canadians we need to be very
mindful of what is happening in America because it is only a matter
of time before those ideas arrive in Canada.  In the recent
Conservative Party leadership debates we saw some parts of certain
platforms bearing too close resemblance to some of Trump’s
distasteful ideas.  I for one, and I am sure I am not alone in this, do
not want to see any such policies taking root in Canada.  And the only
way that can happen is if we are all fully aware of them.  Should we,
for example, subject immigrants to a test of “Canadian values”?

Various policies have been arising in several countries where
they can only be labelled as opposed to democratic freedom, which
in the last analysis means “freedom of the press”.  Poland, once a
model of democracy after the fall of the Soviet Union; Hungary;
Turkey, have all taken steps to limit press freedom.  The USA, that
self-proclaimed bastion of democracy, has recently experienced a
renewal of neo-Nazi type rhetoric characterised by the “Lock Her Up”
calls against Hillary Clinton during the 2016 election campaign, and
Trump does nothing to quell it.  For people who feel that they are
marginalised in society it represents a grave danger to a free and open
society.  It is a very attractive revenge for disgruntled citizens, of
whom we have some in Canada who have expressed support for
Trump.  — SLH

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-43231638
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newfoundland,_Pennsylvania
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newfoundland,_Pennsylvania
https://pennsylvania.hometownlocator.com/zip-codes/data,zipcode,18445.cfm
https://pennsylvania.hometownlocator.com/zip-codes/data,zipcode,18445.cfm
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TRUST IN THE WHITE HOUSE
AT HOME AND ABROAD

REGARDLESS OF THE OUTCOMES of the various security tests being
applied to Jared Kushner, Ivanka Trump, Donald Trump Jr,
and many others who are not Trump family members but are
part of the nebulous crowd that surrounds the White House,
it should be impossible for Americans to trust many of them. 
Are there few who have not been tarnished by lying, shady
financial dealings, or using their influence to further their
own ends.  Even if nearly all the accusations are groundless
— which is hard to believe — most countries of the “free
world” have strong doubts about having these upstarts
controlling or even influencing international events that
affect all of us, no matter in which country we live.  Even at
the best most of these people have virtually no experience in
international politics, nor do they have any compunction
about using their political influence to benefit themselves.

One of the important strikes against most of them is that security
investigations are still ongoing after more than a year, and there is no
clear indication when these checks will be concluded.  Why do these
checks take so long?  Is it because there are so many avenues of
investigation to check?  If so, there should be a good case for
restricting these people from involvement with any but the least
sensitive matters until such clearance is completed and confirmed. 
Instead they are brazenly developing business contacts benefiting their
own business interests during their international travels.  But despite
their lack of security clearance, these people apparently have
access to sensitive material, some of which may have been
provided trustingly by governments other than the USA. 
Meanwhile senior government members (VP Mike Pence,
Speaker of the House Paul Ryan, Senate Majority Leader
Mitch McConnell and others (click on picture for
enlargement and more information) are saying nothing about
any of the shortcomings of the Trump White House for fear
of incurring the wrath of President Trump or of losing their
seats the next time they are up for election.  It has also been
rumoured that Ryan may be planning to run as President
when Trump’s term is over in 2020.

If all the confusion generated by the muddled and erratic  Trump
presidency was affecting only the USA, the rest of the world could
just sit back and be incredulously (and also incredibly, amused, to use
one of the Administration’s favourite words!) at the antics we hear and
read of almost every day. But sadly, the entire world, its politics and
economy, its successes and failures, its risks and benefits, all are
affected by decisions made and whims pursued in the White House. 
Trump rarely consults with knowledgeable and experienced
men and women of whom there are many who have served
in previous American administrations or in the governments
of traditional allies.  The Israeli Government is one of the
few that have been consulted, and this has created more
controversy than it has resolve because the relocation of the
Israeli Government to Jerusalem is a sensitive issue in the
Middle East.  Meanwhile, long-friendly nations feel
themselves snubbed and are therefore less willing to share
their intelligence and influence with the Trump government
as they believe it has been influenced by persons they consider to be
inexperienced in national politics or promoting questionable policies. 

 Examples are Steve Bannon whose extreme right-wing
politics do not appeal to many people, or Paul Manafort,
who is being investigated by Robert Mueller for possible
illegal activity involving money laundering are examples.

Relatively few Americans seem to recognise that in today’s
world of high speed movement of information, technology, and
personnel, sensitivities exist where a generation or two ago they did
not because nations were insulated from each other by distance and
time.  Consider the many hours for a propeller-driven aircraft to travel
from North America to Europe during World War Two, with at least
one stop for refuelling.  A jet aircraft can usually make the same trip
in about six hours.  Information can be transmitted at the speed of
light, being received on the far side of the world within a second or
two.  And a rocket-propelled bomb, nuclear or conventional, can be
delivered from one continent to another in a few minutes.  This almost
instantaneous reception has made regions like the Korean Peninsula
seem dangerously close, which was not the case when the Korean
War occurred in the early 1950s.  But Kim Jong-Un’s ability to fire
a nuclear warhead from Korea to North America has been almost 
proven, and certainly one that could cause dreadful destruction if he
so decides.

Trump, however, continues to insult and bait him, as he does so
many other people he wishes to belittle, that the likelihood of a
nuclear attack seems so much greater.  The Doomsday Clock is now
set at 2 minutes to midnight, the closest it has ever been since its
inception in 1947.  It is, of course, an assessment by a large number
of cognoscenti who take into account events and developments
around the world and whose opinions vary, but it probably represents
quite accurately the opinion among people who should know.  The
one ray of hope may be that Kim understands clearly that, while he
may be able to destroy much of North America, it would take multiple
nuclear warheads; and North Korea would not come through
unscathed.  A very few strategically located explosions would create
a death and destruction in the entire region.  

The long and the short of it may well be that Americans will
come to understand before too much damage has been done that the
sabre-rattling against North Korea and the rescinding of so much of
Obama’s legislation is neither desirable nor useful.  The only
permanent solution to the turmoil our planet is experiencing, whether
it be political or environmental, is for every nation to work hard in its
own interest if for no other reason.  We must exist amicably beside
every other nation, whether they appear to deserve that kind of respect
or not.  The world is too small and too crowded for any other
approach to work unless, heaven help us, some misguided dictator
takes it upon himself to destroy everyone who disagrees with him.

There can be no question that however much we may dislike our
neighbour, we cannot destroy him without imperilling ourselves. 
World resources are limited and they demand efficient use, fair
sharing and effective recycling by everyone.  If not, as the polar
icecaps melt, the air becomes unfit to breathe, the land area becomes
further diminished, and food production resources become inadequate
and contaminated, only minimal survival will remain for humanity. 
At that point, as T S Eliot prophesied in his poem The Hollow Men :

This is the way the world ends
Not with a bang but a whimper.

 Click on the link above to see the complete poem.
 — SLH

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jared_Kushner
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivanka_Trump
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump_Jr.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mike_Pence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Ryan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mitch_McConnell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve_Bannon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Manafort
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Mueller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doomsday_Clock
http://www.rebellesociety.com/2012/10/07/poetry-lounge-so-this-is-how-the-world-ends-ts-eliot/
http://www.rebellesociety.com/2012/10/07/poetry-lounge-so-this-is-how-the-world-ends-ts-eliot/
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IF NAFTA DIES

While the North American Free Trade Area (NAFTA) agreement may
not appear to affect Newfoundland & Labrador much, it is an
agreement which plays an important role jn Canada’s relationship with
both Mexico and America, and particularly the latter.

 If you have never done so before, the next time you are shopping
for groceries, take a look at the country of origin of the fruit and
vegetables available; or alternatively look at the weekly flyer from any
grocery store.  One Corner Brook grocery, a company that serves
several provinces in Eastern Canada, listed the following fresh
vegetable and fruit items: strawberries, baby carrots, celery,
cucumber, pears, spinach, lemons, navel oranges, broccoli, romaine
lettuce, and two ready-prepared salad mixture plates, all from USA. 
Other countries of origin of a few items were Chile, Peru, China,
Mexico, Morocco, and “the Tropics”; and of course the more hardy
items like potatoes, turnips, were produce of Canada, even Atlantic,
and occasionally Newfoundland.  But usually the more expensive and
‘rarer’ items are from the USA, and not only in winter.  Even Mexico,
which is a member of the NAFTA agreement, is not represented
strongly.  Imported food items, as well as anything else under the
purview of NAFTA, will either become more expensive as tariffs are
imposed, or the prices of those goods may increase even more on the
demise of NAFTA.  Tariffs have been announced on steel (25%) and
aluminum (10%).  Both will badly damage the Canadian economy.

Fruit and vegetables are not the only items imported from the
USA.  Many manufactured products such as car parts, many electric
and electronic appliances, tools, clothing, indeed anything originating
in America, will cost more.  In general, the more processing that goes
into an item, the more likely it is to originate in the USA.  And of
course it is the processed items that are more labour-intensive and
provide the better paying jobs, leaving to Canada the traditional
“hewing of wood and drawing of water’, the grunt work.

Trump has made it very clear over the last couple of years that he
has no concern for any country but his own, and he intends to place
high tariffs on goods imported from other countries, including
Canada.  It seems this will apply even if the American suppliers of
these goods try to exert their influence.  Dictator Trump will have
spoken, and the world must listen.

On the threatened tariff lists are Canadian exports to America
such as lumber, steel, aluminum, and some oil and natural gas,
although these hydrocarbon exports have declined since the
introduction of fracking, even before Trump came on the scene. 
Together, these exports provide thousands of higher-paid jobs for
Canadians.  The lumber industry, most important in BC, has been a
target for previous American governments going back at least 25
years, so it is a prime target for Trump.  However, even though there
are international procedures to examine the facts and conditions
behind the American complaints, there is no way that America (or any
other country, for that matter) can be called into line and disciplined. 
And Trump is unlikely to be worried when any international trading
authority rules against USA.  The schoolyard bully who does just what
he likes because he is bigger, wealthier, and more powerful than
anyone else in the schoolyard, is hard to rein in.

Despite the much-vaunted “American know-how” to which they
like to attribute their economic success, the USA owes much more
than they think to its geography, geology and climate.  These
conditions are at least as important as any know-how that is specific

to Americans :-  
! The first American settlers had vast tracts of untouched fertile

land to be exploited.
! There was a network of rivers that provided transportation,

drainage and irrigation as required.
! Most of the land had a benign temperate climate, either cool or

warm depending on latitude, making it ideal for production of a
great variety of crops or raising of farm animals.

! A large supply of unexploited mineral resources existed in fairly
easy reach of the population.

! Since about 1600 it has attracted large numbers of immigrants
from Europe, many of whom brought with them a common
language, a working knowledge of agricultural or industrial
practices, and a basic level of education.

Canada, in contrast, has fewer of the advantages of America.  
! It had vast tracts of untouched land, though much of it is boreal

forest or tundra and unsuitable for agriculture.
! A network of rivers provided some transportation as far as the

Great Lakes, and drainage and irrigation as required.
! Only a relatively narrow strip of land north of the US border has

a relatively benign climate, though cooler than the northern rank
of American states.  Crops can be raised only for about 8 months
of the year, and animals require shelter and food during the winter
months.  Agriculture is therefore restricted for much of the year,
though grain did become an important product from Ontario to the
Rockies.

! A large supply of unexploited mineral resources was available, 
but much of it was in the far north, a climate that was, and still is,
very hostile for settlement.  A great fishing industry developed on
the East Coast before 1500 and still continues.  The fur industry
also developed along with the fishing industry and encouraged
exploration from Ontario westwards, but did not stimulate much
settlement;  mineral exploration, except for gold, was exploited by
individuals until after the late 1800s.  Hydro power has developed
on the Canadian Shield, but political disputes have restricted its
full development.   

! Since about 1600 Canada has also attracted immigrants from
Europe, but in much smaller numbers than America.  French
settlement, which competed with the English, resulted in political
division and competition for land, as well as a cultural division,
though the French also brought with them a common language, a
knowledge of agricultural practices, and a basic level of
education.

The above résumés describe the contrasts between America and
Canada, and can account for the huge variation in economic
development between the two countries.  Climate has perhaps been
the biggest barrier to Canada’s development, and in consequence
population growth by immigration has been slower.  However,
although as technology has developed with inventions like the internal
combustion engine and reliable aircraft, a limited catchup has been
possible.  But Canada is unlikely to compete as an equal with USA in
the foreseeable future as climate, with all the its accompanying
limitations such as population growth, will continue to be a limiting
factor.

Canada is therefore in no position to enforce any conditions on
America.  But this does not mean that we are doomed for ever to be

<current%20document>https://globalnews.ca/news/4056886/dow-falls-donald-trump-steel-tariffs/
<current%20document>https://globalnews.ca/news/4056886/dow-falls-donald-trump-steel-tariffs/
https://globalnews.ca/news/4056886/dow-falls-donald-trump-steel-tariffs/
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less successful in our own more modest way.  If America does not
wish to trade with Canada on a fair basis, then we must find
alternative trading partners who will.  Mexico is likely to be in a
similar situation, as Trump has complained that US trade with Mexico
is even less fair than with Canada.  Mexico does produce many of the
same food items as America does, and if NAFTA is cancelled, or
some other measure like the applying of excessive tariffs (in Canada’s
opinion) we may be able to substitute Mexican products for American
ones, especially vegetables and fruit to provide for the longer winters.

The recently arranged but not yet fully ratified Canada-European
Union Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) may 
also be capable of replacing NAFTA if or when that becomes
necessary, but CETA has not to date received ratification by all the
members of the EU as the individual ratification process was added in
2016 July and has not yet been completed.  Prime Minister Trudeau
signed for Canada on 2016 October 30, but until all necessary
signatures have been affixed, and also until a challenge by Belgium on 
the compatibility of the dispute mechanism of CETA has been
resolved as with EU law.

Given that the above delays have not been resolved to date, the
Agreement cannot yet be applied.  It also seems unlikely that Canada
would be able to negotiate separate agreements with other nations,
although tentative trade arrangements could possibly be made,

This leaves the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for
Trans-Pacific Partnership, the new version of the negotiations that
began when the USA withdrew after Trump’s inauguration.  Like
CETA, this agreement has not entered into force.  There is some
dispute over the net outcomes, and no final agreement seems to be on
the horizon yet.

The uncertain fate of NAFTA remains, but Trump’s increasingly
negative remarks towards both other members, especially Mexico,
lead one to believe that its days may be numbered.  The only saving
grace may well be efforts by American companies for whom trade
with Canada is just as important as it is for Canada.  But the fact that
very few Americans in a position to effect policy changes appear to be
prepared to challenge Trump on anything, there is every likelihood
that NAFTA will wither and die with nothing to replace it until CETA
is fully ratified, and that is very slow in happening.  This is most
unfortunate, as tariffs that existed before NAFTA will presumably be
revived byAmerica, or new tariffs and taxes even less favourable to
Canada could be introduced to satisfy Trump’s isolationist notions.

It will be a sad day for Canada, and also for many individuals and
companies in the USA if NAFTA is terminated, because industries
will have to adjust their production and possibly lay off or redeploy
workers, while prices of affected commodities will change, mostly
increasing.

Even if a different President is elected in the next Presidential
election, replacement of the agreement will be far from automatic
because conditions will have changed, perhaps greatly, in a very short
time.  Such complex agreements cannot be written in just a few weeks,
because so many industry and labour representatives, legal and
financial advisors, and more, must be consulted, their
recommendations considered, decisions about whether or not they
should be applied, and then incorporated without changing other
previously agreed clauses.  Severak years may well elapse before a
new agreement could be put into effect.

 — SLH

NORTH KOREA AND SYRIA ARE
WORKING TOGETHER

The time line is somewhat confusing as are many reports relating to
North Korea and Syria, but suggestions have been made by United
Nations experts that the two pariahs have been working together on
common interests for quite a long time.  It is hardly a surprising
revelation; the real surprise would have been if such collaboration
was not happening, and also that it has received such limited
coverage.

However, given that both countries have overwhelming hostility
for America and its allies, such co-operation is an obvious
development.  North Korea and Kim Jong-Un seem quite confident
with their success in the ballistic and nuclear fields, and Syria, under
Bashar al-Assad, has sufficient mistrust and dislike for America and
its allies, after Trump’s attack on their his airfield last year.  An
article by Michael Schwirtz, an investigator with the New York
Times, dated 2018 February 27, reports that North Korea has been
shipping to Syria supplies that could be used in the production of
chemical weapons, and in return Syria has been paying North Korea
for the favour, thus providing Kim Jong-Un with funds enabling him
to purchase materials for his own requirements.  This is in violation
of the UN prohibitions on both countries.

It is an obvious move by the two countries whose plans have
been thwarted by the UN and America with its allies for some time,
and it is a natural response that should not surprise the free world.  It
is also a very dangerous situation that increases the risk of a
worldwide conflict.  Unfortunately, in the last year Trump has
unnecessarily inflamed both Syria and particularly North Korea with
his undiplomatic rhetoric, making it difficult for either one to be less
belligerent without losing face.  Such rhetoric has no more place on
the international scene than it does anywhere else, and it is no better
than immature schoolyard childishness.  Rather obviously, though,
Trump has refrained completely from any similar remarks to or about
Vladimir Putin, causing much speculation.

One might wish that Trump would take responsibility for the
problems he has created, and calm down the rhetoric without issuing
threats.  But it is not his habit to take responsibility for anything other
than his own personal success.  In response to this latest news, his
remark has been that it might be necessary to move to Phase 2 “which
could be very very unfortunate for the whole world”.  — SLH

This issue of The BLOW•ME•DOWNER is perhaps
the longest ever, due mostly to antics and events
south-of-the-border.
If you have ideas or opinions about any of it, or
anything else, no matter which side of the border or
wherever else, please put pen to paper or fingers to
keyboard and send it.  It will be published either
with or without your name, as you wish.  Merely
follow the usual guidelines of good taste of which
all BMD readers are aware.  Anonymous items will
be rejected,
Email and Postal Address information in masthead on page 1 

https://globalnews.ca/news/4056886/dow-falls-donald-trump-steel-tariffs/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comprehensive_Economic_and_Trade_Agreement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comprehensive_Economic_and_Trade_Agreement
https://globalnews.ca/news/4056886/dow-falls-donald-trump-steel-tariffs/
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/27/world/asia/north-korea-syria-chemical-weapons-sanctions.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/27/world/asia/north-korea-syria-chemical-weapons-sanctions.html
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A  PERSONAL  MATTER

During my lifetime I have owned a number of cats, a pet rabbit, and
three dogs: Mack, a Labrador sled dog; Leo, a St Bernard cross; and
Rosie, a yellow Labrador crossed with I know not what other breeds. 

If you ‘own’ any animal, especially a dog that lives with you in
you home for a few years, that animal will usually become a part of
the family, and all three of our dogs certainly did so.  They all lived
in our home as part of our family from the beginning, and each one
had their individual personality and found a place where they fitted
into our family as uniquely as our human members did.  

In Mack’s case, his ancestry was that of working sled dogs, and
he truly looked the part.  I recall one occasion when we returned to
Canada after a summer vacation in Florida with my wife Susan’s
parents.  We were stopped at the Canadian border and I was told by
the customs officer to park the car and go into the office where
another officer would accompany me out to inspect our vehicle.  As
the officer and I approached our car, my wife Susan was walking
Mack around the parking area nearby, and the officer saw them. 

“Is that your wife walking your dog?” he asked.  I replied yes.
The officer stopped, looking a bit doubtful.  “Hmm,” he said, as 

I waited for his next remark.  “You had the dog in Canada and you
have the vaccination papers etc for him?”  I answered that we did. 
“Okay then, that’s all.  You can leave.  Have a good trip home to
Newfoundland.”  I thanked him, and he returned to his office, waving
us on, with no further questions and no other inspection required.  We
had nothing more to declare anyway.

On another occasion, in a Blue Ridge Parkway campground after
dark, Mack, who was tethered to the picnic table, one of those very
solid tables favoured in national parks.  Mack knew that there was a
bear nearby, and he felt the need to take care of it as a possible
danger.  He lunged at the end of his tether which failed to stop him,
and he ran off towards the trees where he knew the bear was.  In the
dark we could see no sign of him, but after a couple of minutes of
barking and crashing around in the bushes, he returned to the campsite
and lay down, obviously well satisfied that he had done his duty for
that evening.  The rest of the night passed peacefully and we left in the
morning with no further interruptions, except for a number of other
campers who came around to see the dog that chased the bear away
last night!

Our second dog, Leo, never did anything quite comparable with
Mack’s escapade in that campground, but it was always a comfort to
know that, whether there might be bears or potentially troublesome
humans nearby, our fairly big canine guard was there for us. 
However, one winter when much of the Bay of Islands was frozen
over, our son Bill, aged about 14 at the time, decided most unwisely
and entirely unknown to us, to walk out on the ice with Leo from Lark
Harbour wharf towards Weeball as far as the cut made by the
icebreaker for the vessels entering the Bay.  Fortunately, boy and dog
both returned safely home after no dangerous incidents.  Needless to
say, we made sure that Bill knew precisely how foolish and dangerous
an expedition it had been, for both of them.  Leo may have had some
native instincts about travelling on ice, but Bill knew nothing about
the risks they had taken.  Both would almost certainly have drowned
if the ice had broken under them.

Our third dog, Rosie, was never part of any incidents like those
involving Mack and Leo.  She was two years old when we got her
from the SPCA in Corner Brook, and there never was a more friendly

and good-natured dog.  She always accompanied us on all our  trips
wherever we went for a day outing or longer, and on many very
enjoyable walks around Lark Harbour.  Rosie was a great swimmer
and enjoyed nothing more than swimming out to retrieve a stick at
Bottle Cove.  She had no concern over how cold the water might be,
and was just as happy to retrieve when there was ice in the water as
when it was a hot summer day.  She also loved people, and would
greet even strangers as if they were long-lost friends.

I miss Rosie more than I ever missed our earlier two dogs,
though that may be because she has been my most faithful companion
since Susan’s death in the accident in December 2014.  Rosie was
cared for by friends during the seven months I was in hospital before
I returned home on August 1st.  Since then she had been my constant
companion until, at about 12 years of age, she began to fail and was
eventually unable to walk or even to stand on her own, and I had to
say goodbye to her.  It was one of the most difficult and sad decisions
I have had to make, but it had to be done as my own physical
limitations made it virtually impossible for me to assist her to the
necessary extent.  She went peacefully to sleep on February 25th.  Of
all the dogs I have known in my life, those belonging to me or to
other people, Rosie is easily the most memorable.  The house is now
so quiet and empty.

I shall adopt another dog soon, preferably when the worst of
winter is over and outdoor activity is more appealing.  But there will
never be another Rosie.  Of course, another dog will have a different
appearance and personality, and in time I expect to become as
attached to the new dog as I was to Rosie during the years she was
with us, and in the last three years with me alone.  But Rosie will
always have a unique place in my memory.

Only a few animal species have gained this special affinity with
humans, an understanding developed over thousands of generations
of parallel evolution during which we and they have co-existed and
are at our best when living and working together in an atmosphere of
natural trust and mutual co-operation.  We have benefited from the
abilities of dogs to protect us, to help in hunting, and in mdern times
even to detect disease, with their acute senses of hearing, smell, and
instincts of approaching danger.  And likewise we have benefited
from the strength and speed of horses, without which we would still
be a race of hunters and gatherers.  Important also has been the ability
of dogs and horses alike to learn and anticipate often our quite
sophisticated needs.  In return we have provided dogs and horses with
shelter, food and water, and even health care when they may
otherwise have perished.  

Another, related, article will appear in next month’s BMD.  It will
have a different emphasis, but an unquestionable connection.


